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Memphis daily appeal., January 01, 1857, Image 1

Declaration and protest of the women of the United States by the National woman suffrage association. July 4th, 1876.

The San Francisco call., September 27, 1911, Image 1

A terrible blot on American civilization. 3424 lynchings in 33 years ... Prepared by the Committee on public affairs The Inter-fraternal council. Issued by District of Columbia anti-lynching committee North eastern federation of Colored women's [1922]
Signal Telegraph Machine and operator - Fredericksburg [1862 ca. December]

Morse apparatus and alphabet [1877]

[ Sherman's march to the sea ] / F. O. C. Darley fecit. [c1868]

The signal telegraph train as used at the battle of Fredericksburg [1862 December 13]

[Worker repairing telegraph line?] [ca 1862 or 1863]
Grant telegraphing the news of the crossing of the river Rapidan—May 1864

[Model of Bell's telephone] [between 1915 and 1925]

Alexander Graham Bell's design sketch of the telephone, ca. 1876.
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